Case Report

Nasal Amyloidosis in a Horse
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Abstract

A 16-year-old Quarter Horse was admitted to the Veterinary Hospital after recurrent epistaxis episodes. Dyspnea and intolerance to exercise were noticed. An irregular multinodular mass was observed in the mucosa of the rostral nasal cavity, causing partial stenosis of the anterior airways. To improve the respiratory condition of the animal, most of the mass was surgically removed. Histologic examination revealed eosinophilic hyaline material in the lamina propria, walls of submucosal lymphatic and blood vessels, and basement membrane of mucosal glands of the nasal cavity. This material stained orange-red with Congo-red, with the characteristic green birefringence under polarizing light, confirming the amyloid diagnosis. Giant cells and mononuclear cell infiltrate were also observed. One year after the partial removal of the lesion, the horse had only mild respiratory signs.
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Introduction

Amyloidosis is a group of diseases of protein metabolism characterized by the deposition of extracellular amyloid protein in tissues. It can be primary or secondary to other pathologies, and is classified into different types, depending on the amyloid-forming protein (1-5). In horses, amyloidosis can be either systemic or localized. The most common systemic amyloidosis in this species, mainly in horses used for serum production, is secondary (reactive) amyloidosis, due to chronic inflammatory diseases, in which the amyloid apoprotein (AA) derived from serum amyloid A (SAA) protein is deposited (2, 7). Systemic AL amyloidosis is rare in horses. Localized amyloidosis is more common, and the amyloid in these cases appears to be the AL type mainly (3). At least ten cases of idiopathic amyloidosis of the nasal cavity have been reported in the last 25 years (10, 11, 12, 14, 16). In one of these cases, amyloid was also deposited in the conjunctiva (11). Three cases of localized cutaneous amyloidosis were reported; one of unknown cause (17) and two others associated with lymphohistiocytic lymphosarcoma (18) and extramedullary plasmacytoma (9). Localized cardiac amyloidosis of unknown cause has also been reported (13). One case of nasal amyloidosis was reported in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Southeastern Brazil (16).

In nasal amyloidosis, deposition is characterized by either nodular or diffuse thickening of the nasal vestibulum, anterior septum and turbinates (1, 8), occasionally resulting in stenosis which can be severe enough to cause signs of nasal obstruction (1). The amyloid is recognized microscopically by the green birefringence observed in Congo red–stained tissue specimens under polarized light. AA and AL amyloid can be distinguished by potassium permanganate treatment of tissue sections; AL amyloid is resistant, but AA amyloid is oxidized with subsequent loss of its Congo red stain (6).

The amyloid is deposited in the connective tissue, blood vessels and basal membrane of the submucosal glands, associated with the presence of giant cells, lymphocytes and macrophages (1,12,14). The aim of this paper is to report a new case of nasal amyloidosis in a horse in Brazil.

Case Report

In April 2009, a 16 year-old Quarter horse from...
the municipality of Itaporanga in the State of Paraíba was admitted at the Veterinary Hospital after recurrent episodes of epistaxis one year long. The animal has been used for vaquejada, a sport of Northeastern Brazil, which consists in knocking a bovine over by pulling its tail. Clinically the animal showed inspiratory dyspnea with dilated nostrils, difficult respiration, and intolerance to exercise. The respiratory rate during resting was 32 movements per minute. An irregular bilateral mass with multinodular, smooth, shiny and reddish, non-ulcerated surface, and firm and elastic consistency was detected in the mucosa of the rostral nasal cavity (Figure 1), causing partial stenosis of the anterior airways. After bilateral infraorbital nerves block with 10 mL of 2% lidocaine per foramen, much of the mass was surgically removed to improve the respiratory condition of the animal. Samples of the mass were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 4-6 µm, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Selected sections were also stained with Congo red and observed under polarized light. Other samples were cultivated in agar agar and 2% Sabouraud agar and incubated at 30ºC during 24 to 96 hours.
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**Figure 1.** Mass with multinodular, smooth, shiny and reddish, non-ulcerated surface in the nasal mucosa of a Quarter horse.

On histological examination the lamina propria and walls of lymphatic vessels and glands of the nasal cavity were distended by rounded masses of eosinophilic hyaline material (Figure 2). Similar material was observed also, in linear arrays, under the hyperplastic nasal epithelium. Numerous giant cells were bordering the nodular masses and calcification was observed in the center of some of these structures. Mononuclear cell infiltrate was also observed around the glands. The deposited material stained orange red with Congo red, with the characteristic green birefringence under polarizing light, confirming the amyloid diagnosis. No bacterial or fungal growth was observed in the cultures. One year after the surgical removal of part of the lesion, the horse had only mild respiratory signs and the lesion did not progress.

The diagnosis was based on clinical history and confirmed by histopathology. There was no association with any other pathology. In the few cases of localized nasal amyloidosis in horses the specific cause is unknown and there are no concurrent diseases (12, 14, 16). Idiopathic nasal amyloid deposition is not part of widespread amyloidosis, although it can occur simultaneously with cutaneous amyloidosis (1). In this report an old Quarter Horse was affected; for amyloidosis there is no predilection for race, gender, and age, or familial tendency (12, 16). The gross and histologic lesions observed in this case are similar to those reported previously (8, 12), although there was no mucosal ulceration, as mentioned in other reports (12, 14, 16). Histological examination is always necessary to diagnose nasal amyloidosis (16). Also in this case the lesion was located in the anterior nasal cavity favoring the survival of the animal. One year after the surgical removal of part of the lesion the animal is in stable condition, but is no longer used for training. Deposits extending into the pharynx and epiglottis, as noted in two horses by Shaw et al. (14), prevent the respiratory function and the animals must be euthanized.
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**Figure 2.** Lamina propria of the nose showing multifocal deposition of a hyaline substance. The foci are surrounded by few giant cells and lymphoplasmacytic exsudate. HE stain, Obj 40x.

The clinical differential diagnosis of amyloidosis includes nasal fungal granulomas caused by Aspergillus spp., Cryptococcus spp., Rhinosporidium spp. and Conidiobollus spp, ethmoid hematoma, glanders, nasal polips, dental tumors of the maxilla eroding into the nasal cavity, and other tumors (14; 16; 19), including fibrosarcoma (4; 15).
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